Australasia
User Group
Conference
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 29
Welcome Reception: Registration opens. Join us for appetizers, drinks, and a chance to
connect with friends and colleagues.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 30
Welcome Breakfast: Mingle with colleagues over a buffet-style breakfast.

Business Tracks
Remsoft from the Top: We kick off with a journey into Remsoft's vision for the future. Learn
about where we're headed and what’s new with our global operations, technologies, end-toend planning, and optimizing the forestry value chain.
Australasia Market Outlook and Trends: Assessing the future of Australasian forests requires
a deeper understanding of economic trends and their implications. Explore key factors that
are likely to impact forestry by analyzing emerging opportunities and potential constraints. A
consultant’s perspective from Australasia.
Implementing Remsoft Operations: Learn how Remsoft's new cloud-based application
manages operations, improving operational efficiency and performance through a fully
connected, integrated, and transparent planning system. We will demo Remsoft Operations,
showcase a successful deployment with a real-world client example, and review the benefits
being captured.
Morning Tea Break
Introducing Road Optimizer: Remsoft’s new module bridges the strategic and operational
gap in forest planning. Road Optimizer brings an enhanced level of road detail to operations
scheduling, reducing wood supply costs by aligning infrastructure and harvest efforts. Walk
through the history that lead us to develop this module, along with its business benefits and a
short demo.
Client Presentations: Remsoft is proud to bring its community of clients together to share
innovative approaches to complex problems. Client Presentations are always a conference hit,
with carefully selected speakers offering a variety of perspectives on industry challenges and
how they are being solved.
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(continued) WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 30
Networking Lunch: Reconnect with colleagues over a delicious hot lunch.

WOODSTOCK PLATFORM

Technical Tracks
Tech Tips: A popular staple of Remsoft’s User Groups. In this session, our Analysts do a deep dive
into some of their favourite tips and tricks to using Woodstock like a pro.
Model Review & Validation: This past winter, Remsoft Co-Founder and Chief Technology Officer,
Ugo Feunekes was invited to participate in a Gurobi webinar alongside Dr. Irv Lustig of Princeton
Consultants. In this session, Remsoft will explain some of the interesting findings of this work with
Princeton.
Deep Dive on Road Optimizer: After hearing about the benefits, business problems, and technical
background of Road Optimizer during the business tracks, this session will look at the main features
and functions of the module.
Crew Movement: Scheduling crew movements can bring more realism to tactical and operational
models. In this session we will take a look at some of our recent work on spatial issues and
operational costs when creating harvest sequences for different crew types.

REMSOFT OPERATIONS

Afternoon Tea Break
Business Challenges and Our Journey to Remsoft Operations: As Remsoft moved deeper into the
operational planning space, we began to encounter new challenges and problems to address. Learn all
about how those challenges led to new solutions that add value and enable our clients to solve their
complex problems, smarter.
The Breakdown: 4 Modules and the Stories which Connect Them: A look at the major functionality
areas of Remsoft Operations: including Harvest Crew Scheduling, Delivery, Annual Planning and
Wood/Yard Inventory management.
Mapping within Remsoft Operations: In this session, we will tackle spatial planning as it relates to
Remsoft Operations, including spatial functionality into the overall work-flow.
Data Integration & Your Planning Source of Record: Examining the different pathways to integrate
and synchronize your enterprise data sources with Remsoft Operations in the cloud.
Product Vision and Q&A: Where are we going and what's next with Remsoft Operations? A chance
to both hear about the product direction and to ask questions.
Conclusion and Thank You
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